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Flashcard-Based activities
Pro-Con Cards

 We actively require our students’ best pronunciation efforts in all activities. 
In addition, we have a number of teaching materi-
als which have a pronunciation focus. Doing activi-
ties where the main goal is improving pronunciation, 
rather than a part of an activity with multiple goals, 
provides focus for students (and teachers). The 
Pronunciation Contrast Cards (Pro-Cons) are one 
such set of materials.

 Each card in the series of fifty features two or three similar-sounding words 
which can be challenging for Japanese speakers. The illustrations also play-
fully resemble each other, enticing students to focus carefully on what they’re 
looking at and saying.

 In a lesson, select three to six cards, which are numbered to help with 
planning and progression. Either work your way through the set in order, or 
select cards with ‘problem’ sounds. Keep accurate records so students can see 
their progress as old cards are retired and new ones introduced.

Procedure

 Show first card and have students listen carefully. For each word, point 
to the illustration and pronounce a clear model. Repeat this procedure so they 
hear each word twice (e.g. for card 8, say ‘bug, bag, bug, bag’ while pointing 
to the corresponding pictures). Then point to the first picture and have the stu-
dents pronounce the word in unison. If their attempt is correct, move on to the 
next picture. If there are any mistakes, give appropriate correction and have 
them re-attempt. Follow this procedure with each card, then play the Recogni-
tion Game, or jump straight to the Production Game as appropriate.

Recognition Game:

 1. Choose a card and teach the students an action for each word. Example: 
for “fry/fly”, have them pantomime cooking with a frying pan, then flapping 
their arms to fly.

 2. Say one of the words, e.g. “Fly.” As a group, all kids should perform the 
corresponding action, e.g. flapping their arms.1 But, oops! Kota is pan-

ties where the main goal is improving pronunciation, 

1 If you have a class of older students who dislike doing actions, or the words on the cards 
are not easily demonstrated through pantomime (e.g., ‘Pam’, ‘Tim’, ‘moss’, ‘dark’) have the 
students point to the illustration to demonstrate recognition. 
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tomiming cooking—he has clearly not managed to distinguish the target 
sound. In this case, model the words twice more, first exaggeratedly in 
order to emphasize how they are different, then naturally. Finally, have the 
students attempt to distinguish the sounds once again. 

 3. If they can do this as a group, next attempt the above individually: call a 
student by name, say one of the words, and have them pantomime to dem-
onstrate listening comprehension.

 4. Once they become proficient at this, you can increase the challenge and 
fun by occasionally performing an action which doesn’t match the word 
you’re saying.

 Once each student is able to consistently distinguish between the two 
words, you can play the Production Game.

Production Game:

 1. Place the same number of chips as there are students on each card. Use 
a different color for each card. 

 2. When ready, students raise their hands, wait to be called upon, then at-
tempt to pronounce all the words on a card while pointing to the matching 
illustrations. They cannot choose the one just attempted by the student 
called upon the previous turn.

 3. If they can pronounce the words correctly in a timely manner, they take a 
chip from the card.

 4. If they mispronounce a word, or are too slow, they receive appropriate 
feedback from the teacher or, even better, from a classmate who has al-
ready made a successful attempt. 

 5. The aim is for them to take a chip from every card. Early finishers become 
judges and coaches to keep them involved and provide valuable peer-
correction.

Rank Requirements and Word Lists

 As part of the 2015 revision of our rank system, we added Pro-Con cards 
as 9th and 8th Rank requirements. This occasioned a rethinking of the order 
and grouping of these cards. Below is the updated order. Card sets purchased 
from PLS from now on will be regrouped accordingly; if you’ve got an older set, 
please divide and renumber your cards as follows:
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Note: The blue set, though not a rank requirement, is suitable and beneficial for classes from 
the 8th Rank and up.

Note: The revised 9th Rank Home Study CD contains a track for the pink set of Pro-Con cards, 
and the revised version PLS Click for the 8th Rank (and corresponding 8th Rank Home Study 
CD) has audio for the yellow set.

– Pink set (9th Rank) –

 1. cup / cap
 2. map / mop
 3. mouse / mouth
 4. fox / box
 5. rice / lice
 6. ship / sheep
 7. bus / bath
 8. Pam / pan
 9. hand / van
 10. flute / fruit
 11. bell / bear
 12. hot / hit / hat
 13. hive / five
 14. glass / grass
 15. frog / flag

– Yellow set (8th Rank) –
(elective)

 1. bug / bag
 2. gum / gun
 3. ears / years
 4. shirt / short
 5. vase / base
 6. pan / pin / pen
 7. hose / horse
 8. bar / ball
 9. dog / duck / dark
 10. right / light
 11. jelly / Jerry
 12. fry / fly
 13. sea / she
 14. throw / slow
 15. honey / funny

– Blue set –

 1. fast / first
 2. warm / worm
 3. sack / sock
 4. crown / clown
 5. fin / fan / fun
 6. hold / fold
 7. hall / fall
 8. tin / Tim
 9. pray / play
 10. wrist / list
 11. sheet / seat / sit
 12. save / shave
 13. rake / lake
 14. lock / rock
 15. hot / hat / fat
 16. gull / girl
 17. moth / moss
 18. lead / read
 19. tip / chip
 20. dig / pig / big

 The Pro-Con cards are excellent aces to have up our sleeves. Along with 
consistent, caring pronunciation correction in all activities, these cards help us 
guide our students through the maze of English pronunciation pitfalls on their 
way to becoming native-sounding speakers. Try them out soon!


